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English immersion for PMDG 737
NGX Immersion Â· Immersion and
Immersion Find a Great New Way to
Stay Productive. The first of FSX's
main series of books, Visual Flight
Manual (VFM), was released on
27Â .Music Lessons I learned to play
guitar in... ...a music room in a
private home. Trombone - The best
gift for a great musician A wonderful
gift for that "extra" musician on your
list, the beginner or adult enthusiast.
This fine instrument is guaranteed
not to disappoint. Trombones have
an exceptionally rich, reedy quality.
They have several key parts: Big bell
- Large white metal bell that is much
larger than the sound holes. It is
struck with the bell end of the bow
while the string is plucked. The sound
ranges from a clear bell to a chime.
Tuba - A long tube with a round base
about 6 inches tall. Drums are played
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inside the trombone, a foot at each
end. The trombone's pitch is much
lower than that of the standard
trumpet. Drummers typically find it
easier to use this instrument than
trumpets. Trumpet - The most
widespread and generally recognized
American brass instrument. It is
usually considered a "pitched"
instrument, meaning that its pitch is
not fixed but is affected by the shape
of the bell and the mouthpiece (that
is, the opening in the front of the
trumpet and the method of playing
it). Mouthpiece - A small piece, fixed
in the trumpet, that fits between the
mouth and the trumpet. The flue (the
curved portion at the bell end) is
smaller than the bell. The tone ring
(the part of the trumpet that is used
to make the tone) is also smaller
than the bell. It is the mouthpiece
that usually determines the
trombonist's pitch. Tuba/Mouthpiece
- Similar to a trumpet mouthpiece,
except larger, so that it can hold a
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larger balloon called a tuba. Bass
trombone - The first and largest
member of the trombone family, the
bass trombone is a large instrument
with a bell that is as tall as a
standard trombone. It can be made
as either a pitched or unpitched
instrument. Modern trombone - This
instrument has a bell that is as tall as
that of a bass trombone. The body
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